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Dear friends
We have powerful minds but for the most we spend our time in astral dream
thoughts like fear and worry, these do not create an atmosphere conducive to
learning and growing, rather it constricts us like a box.
Better we meditate on positive thoughts of light and love. Some may think we are
dreamers but it is still better to imagine positive thoughts of light than heavy
thoughts of darkness.
I hope when you read this article you will feel positive I know that I do in writing it.
But are these all my words, or again – like footsteps in the sand? Have they the
same thoughts of others been transpired here?
We need to take the time to ask those big questions like ‘who am I?’
So what little steps can we take together to help ourselves, the world and those in
it?
Positive thoughts are the first step of the journey, but not an easy step.
Look at your own thoughts for a minute have they transpired into action through the
second step of speech?
Have you said even one positive word today and really meant it?
We live in an energetic universe.
When we see someone for the first time we need to look them in the eye and if we
say, “Good morning!” then we need to really mean it in a positive way.
See the difference YOU can make? If you manage to get a smile from someone
then you have really done something positive. See if you can get a smile if you do
you have temporarily raised them from the astral world of dreams and back into the
now.
When are we dreaming and when are we truly alive?
Can you tell the real from the unreal?
If we cannot then we are slaves to this world and in reality we do not ‘know’ what
this world is or who we are.
Look at your wife, husband, brother, sister, friend or stranger see them as a ONE
with the universe. We are all one part of the same family – human.
Our first positive steps are to think positive thoughts and speak them with real
meaning and power because WE are powerful.
Much love to you all - Paul

Make a Difference …

“A twinkle of Mirth is needed on Earth!”
Anon

Let there be light!
We live in a universe that is full of love and light. However, this planet we reside
is one of the most difficult and challenging. It is a mix of darkness and light,
good and evil.
Staying with the light for a minute and trying to cast some over the darkness. If
we ask why we are here I am sure one of the reasons is to spread love and light.
To spiritualised matter with our happiness. To bring heaven on earth.
We spend so much of our life trying to do things and can miss the essence of
just being happy and loving while shining our light to all around us.
When we crack that smile from the heart and not just the face we shine our
light in this world. 

Sharing

Caring is Sharing
If only everyone could share! If we could replace greed with sharing what a
different place our world would be? Sharing is divine at so many levels. To give
without expecting anything in return is true sharing.
When someone shares a gift with you that they have taken the time and effort
to obtain or make for you it will often contain that extra spiritual energy. A bit
like when someone makes food for others and enjoys making this it will also
contain that extra ingredient - love.
For me true sharing is about giving without expecting anything in return. The
point is that when you give freely so do you receive freely from the other
person’s or people’s happiness.

“Share and Save the World”
Benjamin Creme

Build Bridges, not Walls

THE GREAT INVOCATION
From the point of Light within the Mind of God
Let light stream forth into the minds of men.
Let Light descend on Earth.
From the point of Love within the Heart of God
Let love stream forth into the hearts of men.
May Christ return to Earth.
From the centre where the Will of God is known
Let purpose guide the little wills of men.
The purpose which the Masters know and serve.
From the centre which we call the race of men
Let the Plan of Love and Light work out.
And may it seal the door where evil dwells.
Let Light and Love and Power restore the plan on Earth

Questions?
To help us reflect and consider that which is the real from the unreal.

Who am I?

What is wealth to you?

Which path do you follow?

If you wish, please send your replies anonymously to:
info@crammerschool.com

* IMPORTANT your responses could be shared through this newsletter, although
you will be asked first and your name will be kept anonymous.
There is no charge. You will not be judged by your response but given further
questions to reflect on from the answers you supply …

Thank you for those that take the time to reflect upon themselves.
(Replies may be limited to first come first served.) Thank you.

